South Asian Legal History Resources: Bibliography

Related Online Resources

- Renisa Mawani’s bibliography on Law and the South Asian Diaspora
- Timothy Mathew’s Afghanistan Analyst Law Bibliography #1 (see pp.225-38)
- François Lareau’s Bibliography on the Indian Penal Code 1860
- Patrick S. O’Donnell’s Comparative Law: A Basic Bibliography of Books in English (see Hindu and Islamic law sections)
- Donald R. Davis Jr.’s Cooperative Annotated Bibliography of Hindu Law and Dharmasastra
- Library of Congress’ Islamic Law: A Bibliography of Recent Works published in English
- the former UK Centre for Legal Education’s Islamic Law Bibliography (compiled by Shaheen Sardar Ali, Javaid Rehman and Ayesha Shahid)
- Hartford Seminary Library’s Introduction to Islamic Law Bibliography
- University of Wisconsin Law Library’s Islamic Law Research Guide (compiled by Sunil Rao)
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